FLANGE 1, RF INPUT
WR284 FLG PER ORDER
(COVER TYPE SHOWN)

FLANGE 2, RF OUTPUT
WR284 FLG PER ORDER
(COVER TYPE SHOWN)

VISBILE ARC DETECTED
IN WAVEGUIDE
CONNECTED
TO THIS FLANGE

8–32 X .25 DP.
MOUNTING HOLES,
4 PL.

6–PIN HERMETICALLY
SEALED CONNECTOR,
DEUTSCH P/N
DBC54H–10–6PN.
MATE SUPPLIED

OUTLINE, WR284
ARC DETEC. 90° E–BEND

MATERIAL
ATM GREY
PER ORDER
WR284–ARCG–X–X–X
TREATMENT
DRAWN
R. LYNCH
CHECKED
DATE
04/05/05
APPROVED
DATE
STREET.
08/18/04
APPROVED
DATE
DWC FORMATTED UPDATED
APPROVED
APPROVED
APPROVED